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The Pocket History of the Second World War 1945 some twenty five years after
its conclusion yet with its echoes resonating once more in contemporary east
west relations the rigors and detail of many aspects of the cold war are
becoming increasingly of interest furthermore at the very same time many of
the records of the period are beginning to become accessible for the first
time at the forefront of this unique conflict that divided the world into two
opposing camps for over four decades were the security services and the
agents of these secretive organizations the cold war pocket manual presents a
meticulously compiled selection of recently unclassified documents field
manuals briefing directives and intelligence primers that uncover the
training and techniques required to function as a spy in the darkest periods
of modern history material has been researched from the cia mi5 and mi6 the
kgb the stasi as well as from the middle east security services and on into
china and the east as insightful as any drama these documents detail amongst
many other things the directives that informed nuclear espionage
assassinations interrogations and the ÔturningÕ of agents and impacted upon
the suez crisis the hungarian uprising the Ôcambridge fiveÕ and the most
tellingly the cuban missile crisis in 1962 full introduction and commentary
provided by leading historian and former diplomat philip parker complete with
a catalogue of and often instructions for genuine espionage devices including
lock decoders bugging equipment a 4 5mm single shot lipstick gun microfilm
concealing coins and cameras mounted in clothing or pens and shoe concealed
tracking devices presents for the first time the insightful documents many of
which inspired cold war novelists including john le carr len deighton and ian
fleming and many of which they would never have seen
The Cold War Spy Pocket Manual 2015-10-19 a unique collection of facts trivia
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and lore about the us civil war whether novice or buff readers across the
spectrum will find unique and entertaining bits of trivia facts and lore
about key american civil war battles and leaders in a pocket history of the
civil war a collection of the unusual from author martin f graham from the
identification of key troop locations during seminal battles of the civil war
to details about monuments facts about union and confederate officers readers
will find myriad bits of fun and fascinating information in this unique
collection quizzes peppered throughout the book allow readers to test their
knowledge
A Pocket History of the Civil War 2011-08-20 pocket companion to all the
weaponry of the american civil war both north and south including sidearms
long arms edged weapon artillery and naval ordinance
The Battle of the Generals 1995-01-01 pocket learning for children george
joshua the american revolutionary war the american revolutionary war is aimed
at children aged ten and over every book in the pocket history series is
packed with facts that are guaranteed to entertain and educate young minds
reading with the pocket history series is the fun way to expand vocabulary
and gain confidence what people are saying about the pocket history series
goodreads concise well written and interesting what more can you ask for
online post five star reading for teenagers and also younger children
yorkshire standard reviewer justin lang the pocket history series is
essential reading for children who are interested in our heritage these are
ideal books for discovering the joys of reading and also becoming reading
buddies with mum or dad
A Pocket Guide to China 1944 in 1993 canadian peacekeepers in croatia were
plunged into the most significant fighting canada had seen since the korean
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war their extraordinary heroism was covered up and forgotten the ghosts of
that battlefield have haunted them ever since canadian peacekeepers in medak
pocket croatia found no peace to keep in september 1993 they engaged the
forces of ethnic cleansing in a deadly firefight and drove them from the area
under united nations protection the soldiers should have returned home as
heroes instead they arrived under a cloud of suspicion and silence in medak
pocket members of the princess patricia s canadian light infantry did exactly
the job they were trained and ordered to do when attacked by the croat army
they returned fire and fought back valiantly to protect serbian civilians and
to save the un mandate in croatia then they confronted the horrors of the
offensive s aftermath the annihilation by the croat army of serbian villages
the canadians searched for survivors there were none the soldiers came home
haunted by these atrocities but in the wake of the somalia affair canada had
no time for soldiers stories of the horrific compromises of battle the
peacekeepers were silenced in time the dark secrets of medak s horrors drove
many of these soldiers to despair to homelessness and even suicide award
winning journalist carol off brings to life this decisive battle of the
canadian forces the ghosts of medak pocket is the complete and untold story
The Vest Pocket Kodak and the First World War 2017-05 top 5 art of war quotes
1 know your enemy and know yourself win without danger 2 knowing when to do
battle and when not to do battle brings victory 3 those skilled at making war
subdue another s army without battle overcome another s walled cities without
attack overthrow another s kingdom without delay 4 those who forego
contemplation merely expecting an enemy to be easy will be captured by him 5
when doing battle prizing victories that take too long dulls weapons and
grinds down spirits from business to politics to sports the art of war is as
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timely for leaders today as it was for military strategists in ancient china
strategy negotiation management analysis psychology logistics risk conflict
everyone from secretary of state colin powell to influential tech ceo larry
ellison to nba super coach phil jackson has profited from the timeless wisdom
of sun tzu s classic this special pocket edition of sun tzu s original art of
war uses the most recent archaeological and academic research to recover the
original chinese text and faithfully recreate it in english avoiding the
unnecessary wordiness and inaccurate abstractions of other english
translations the art of war is among the greatest classics of military
literature ever written sun tzu warfare is as applicable today as when the
book was written some 2 500 years ago pick up the art of war and read it
general a m gray marine corps gazette when the japanese especially those in
business want information on the subject many turn to an ancient chinese not
japanese military manual the art of war shows managers how to be fearless in
resolving conflicts boardroom reports unlike most of the more wordy and
interpretive translations of the sun tzu andrew zieger gives us a unique bare
bones rendering of this canonical text a series of word pictures that in
applying his own image to image technique captures the poetically laconic
force of the original in this rendering the sun tzu has not needed to
surrender the beauty of its language for the victorious expression of its
meaning roger t ames leading scholar in ancient chinese literature and
translator of sun tzu the art of warfare 1993 a highly accessible rendering
of the influential work of military theory successfully evokes the careful
meditative response sun tzu recommends to would be war makers of use to
anyone engaged in competitive endeavors be they on the battlefield or at the
poker table martin harris poker journalist and author of the novel same
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difference 2010
The Pocket Book of Civil War Weapons 2004 this invaluable resource offers
students a comprehensive overview of the german war machine that overran much
of europe during world war ii with close to 300 entries on a variety of
topics and a number of key primary source documents this book provides
everything the reader needs to know about the german war machine that
developed into the potent armed force under adolf hitler this expansive
encyclopedia covers the period of the german third reich from january 1933 to
the end of world war ii in europe in may 1945 dozens of entries on key
battles and military campaigns military and political leaders military and
intelligence organizations and social and political topics that shaped german
military conduct during world war ii are followed by an illuminating epilogue
that outlines why germany lost world war ii a documents section includes more
than a dozen fascinating primary sources on such significant events as the
tripartite pact among germany italy and japan the battle of stalingrad the
normandy invasion the ardennes offensive and germany s surrender in addition
six appendices provide detailed information on a variety of topics such as
german aces military commanders and military medals and decorations the book
ends with a chronology and a bibliography of print resources
A Pocket Guide to China 1942 some memories live in hearts and minds even
though miles and years come between and for the author she not only has
memories to share but a history to tell born and raised in the island of
saipan in northern marianas marie s c castro miss soledad witnessed the
transition of an idyllic community into a land of terror and poverty as the
japanese soldiers invaded her homeland but rather than just tales of
adversity in the hands of the japanese invaders and the horrors of war she
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showcases stories of bravery faith and hope as she her people and the
american soldiers battle for survival freedom and restoration of not only
their beloved community but also of their own lives and future
The American Revolutionary War 2018-05-15 what is the meaning of war to those
who live through it how do most of us as outsiders understand the reality of
their lived experiences what happens once soldiers are home and what of their
sicknesses their injuries even their death these are just some of the
questions that the dark pocket of time explores
The Ghosts of Medak Pocket 2010-07-30 pocket learning for children george
joshua the cold war explained pocket history for kids the cold war explained
is aimed at children aged ten and over the pocket history series is packed
with facts that are guaranteed to entertain and educate what people are
saying about the pocket history seriesgoodreads concise well written and
interesting what more can you ask for online post five star reading for
teenagers and also younger children yorkshire standard reviewer justin lang
the pocket history series is essential reading for children who are
interested in our heritage these are ideal books for discovering the joys of
reading and also becoming reading buddies with mum or dad
Art of War: Sun Tzu's Original Art of War Pocket Edition 2011-10 pocket
learning for children george joshua weird and interesting war facts weird and
interesting war facts is aimed at children aged ten and over every book in
the pocket history series is packed with facts and trivia that are guaranteed
to entertain and educate young minds what people are saying about the pocket
history series goodreads concise well written and interesting what more can
you ask for online post five star reading for teenagers and also younger
children yorkshire standard reviewer justin lang the pocket history series is
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essential reading for children who are interested in our heritage these are
ideal books for discovering the joys of reading and also becoming reading
buddies with mum or dad
The German War Machine in World War II 2019-12-02 a handbook for u s military
personnel stationed in france during world war ii
WITHOUT A PENNY IN MY POCKET 2014-12-01 constructed on the clyde in 1869 for
the jock willis shipping line cutty sark was one of the last tea clippers to
be built and one of the fastest cutty sark spent just a few years on the tea
routes before the opening of the suez canal and the increasing use of
steamships made clippers unprofitable on shorter routes it was turned to the
trade in wool from australia where for ten years she held the record time for
a journey to britain after finishing her time in service as cargo ship and
then a training and cadet ship it was transferred to permanent dry dock at
greenwich london for public display this handy and illuminating pocket manual
collates original documents to tell the fascinating story of how the
legendary cutty sark was commissioned her design and building life on board
and her notable journeys
The Dark Pocket of Time 2008 with original research and interviews with
survivors a journalist reveals the brutal yet forgotten battles in latvia
during the final months of wwii while the eyes of the world were on hitler s
bunker more than half a million men fought six cataclysmic battles in the
fields and forests of western latvia known as the courland pocket just an
hour from the capital riga german forces bolstered by latvian legionnaires
were trapped with their backs to the baltic forced into uniform by nazi and
soviet occupiers latvian fought latvian sometimes brother against brother
hundreds of thousands of men died for little territorial gain in unimaginable
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slaughter when the germans capitulated thousands of latvians continued a war
against soviet rule from the forests for years afterwards an award winning
documentary journalist vincent hunt travels through the modern landscape
gathering eye witness accounts piecing together the stories of those who
survived he meets veterans who fought in the latvian legion former partisans
and a refugee who fled the soviet advance to later become president vaira
vike freiberga a survivor of the little known concentration camp at popervale
details his escape from a death march and subsequent survival in the forests
with a soviet partisan group and a german deserter with detailed maps and
expert contributions alongside rare newspaper archives photographs from
private collections and extracts from diaries translated from latvian german
and russian hunt assembles a ghastly picture of death and desperation in a
nation both gripped by war and at war with itself
The Pictorial Book of Anecdotes and Incidents of the War of the Rebellion,
Civil, Military, Naval and Domestic ... from the Time of the Memorable Toast
of Andrew Jackson--"The Federal Union; it Must be Preserved!" ... to the
Assassination of President Lincoln, and the End of the War 1873 the air war
over the steppes was more than a brutal clash in which might alone triumphed
it was a conflict that saw tactical and technological innovation as the
soviet air force faced off against herman göring s luftwaffe as germany and
the soviet union battled for victory on the eastern front they had to
overcome significant strategic and industrial problems as well as fighting
against the extreme weather conditions of the east these factors combined
with the huge array of aircraft used on the eastern front to create one of
the most compelling conflicts of the war told primarily from the strategic
and command perspective this account offers a detailed analysis of this oft
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overlooked air war tracing the clashes between germany and the soviet union
over the course of world war ii historical photographs complement the
examination as author e r hooton explores these epic aerial battles between
the third reich and the soviet union
War Department Technical Manual 1951 codenames were a vital feature of world
war ii serving as mental shorthand for those in the know and obscuring the
issues for those who were not codenames were used from the highest level in
the planning of grand strategic moves affecting the conduct of the whole war
to the lowest command divisions in the conduct of small scale tactical
operations this encyclopedia first published in 1986 removes the mystery
surrounding many of the important code names from the era with around 3 000
entries drawn from all sides the u k u s a germany the u s s r and japan
christopher chant s work provides a uniquely comprehensive and full overview
of major operations names and code words thorough and exciting this key
reference reissue is an exceptionally valuable resource for military
historians enthusiasts and general readers with an interest in world war ii
Bible Society Record 1917 chronicles the joint effort of the u s government
the publishing industry and the nation s librarians to boost troop morale
during world war ii by shipping 120 million books to the front lines for
soldiers to read during what little downtime they had 35 000 first printing
A Civil War Pocket Reader 2003-05 by aug 1944 the allies had broken out of
the normandy beachhead and were rapidly exploiting a breakthrough in the
german lines in early aug hitler ordered a heavy single pronged attack to the
west toward avranches to cut off the us forces to the south with the ultra
intelligence bradley recognized this as an opportunity to encircle the german
army in france by turning patton s third army in the south north towards
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argentan bradley formed the lower jaw of a pincer movement while montgomery
ordered crerar s first canadian army south to push towards falaise to form
the upper jaw connecting the allied armies between falaise and argentan would
completely surround the german army the encirclement of the german forces
would be known as the falaise pocket to the north montgomery s forces
struggled to push south against the german defensive line patton s third army
in concert with the xix tactical air command was making extremely rapid
progress late on the 12th of aug bradley stopped patton s forces from moving
north of argentan the decision to stop third army s movement north allowed
many german personnel to escape from the falaise pocket i will analyze the
leadership decisions command relationships and what i think to be a lack of
communication between the allied leaders why did montgomery who was commander
of the allied ground forces in france not close the pincer from the south why
did bradley stop forces at argentan why didn t eisenhower get involved the
allied leadership failed to capitalize or exploit the mistake made by hitler
driving the german army westward by not closing the pocket s gap at falaise
the allied forces lost an opportunity to destroy a large percentage of the
enemy in france the major factor for this failure was conflicting commander
personalities
The Cold War Explained: Pocket History for Kids 2019-03-06 pocket manuals
bring together a wealth of information from a wide variety of training
manuals and tactical documents between 1964 and 1975 2 6 million american
personnel served within the borders of south vietnam during the vietnam war
of whom an estimated 1 1 6 million actually fought in combat at the tip of
the spear was the infantry the grunts who entered an extraordinary tropical
combat zone completely alien to the world they had left behind in the united
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states in south vietnam and occasionally spilling over into neighboring laos
and cambodia they fought a relentless counterinsurgency and conventional war
against the north vietnamese army nva and viet cong vc the terrain was as
challenging as the enemy soaring mountains or jungle choked valleys bleached
sandy coastal zones major urban centers riverine districts their opponents
fought them with relentless and terrible ingenuity with ambushes booby traps
and mines then occasionally with full force offensives on a scale to rival
the campaigns of world war ii this pocket manual draws its content not only
from essential u s military field manuals of the vietnam era but also a vast
collection of declassified primary documents including rare after action
reports intelligence analysis firsthand accounts and combat studies through
these documents the pocket manual provides a deep insight into what it was
like for infantry to live survive and fight in vietnam whether conducting a
major airmobile search and destroy operation or conducting endless hot and
humid small unit patrols from jungle firebases the book includes infantry
intelligence documents about the nva and vc threats plus chapters explaining
hard won lessons about using weaponry surviving and moving through the jungle
tactical maneuvers and applications of the ubiquitous helicopter for combat
and support
The Nation 1896 a compact sized dictionary of the events of world war ii
which is part of the hutchinson pocket series
Weird and Interesting War Facts 2018-04-20 on the outcome of the battle of
saipain hung the fate of the pacific war if the japanese were to lost this
island then the home islands would finally be in range of serious american
bombing as the fanatical resistance of the japanese was raised to fever pitch
by the exhortations of the high command whilst the marines who had learnt
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hard lessons on assault landings knew that the capture of saipan could
shorten the war immeasurably so was set one of the bloodiest battles of the
entire pacific campaign the japanese fought with insane courage leading to
massed banzai charges and civilian suicides matches by the gritty
determination of the experienced marines to conquer contains 103 photos and
24 maps and charts saipan was one of the key operations in the pacific war
key because it unlocked vast potentialities to the united states in
projecting its might against the japanese homeland key because it opened the
door of distance which had meant security to the empire invasion of saipan
provided the supreme challenge in which the enemy was forced to select one of
two alternatives conserve his naval resources for a later decision leaving
uncontested this penetration of his inner defense or lash out in a vicious
showdown fight the fact that he chose the latter course and suffered a
resounding defeat is now history the conquest of saipan was among pacific
operations up to that time the most clear cut decisive triumph of combined
arms of the united states over the japanese by june 1944 u s forces long
superior in quality of personnel and organization were finally greatly
superior in materiel with which to fight victory at saipan made this apparent
to all c b cates general u s marine corps commandant of the marine corps
A Pocket Guide to France 1944
Battle of the Ruhr Pocket 1978
The Cutty Sark Pocket Manual 2018-02-22
Blood in the Forest 2017-05-04
Decisions of the War Department Board of Contract Adjustment 2016-10-20
War over the Steppes 2013-10-18
The Encyclopedia of Codenames of World War II (Routledge Revivals) 2014
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When Books Went to War 2014-08-15
The Falaise Pocket. World War II Allied Encirclement Of The German Armies.
2021-09-30
The U.S. Army Infantryman Vietnam Pocket Manual 1971
Constitutionality of the President's "pocket Veto" Power 1889
Elements of the Art of War 1883
A Narrative of the Boer War 1994-01-01
Hutchinson Pocket Dictionary of World War II 1886
A History of England from the Conclusion of the Great War in 1815 1890
A History of England from the Conclusion of the Great War in 1815 2014-08-15
Marines In World War II - Saipan: The Beginning Of The End [Illustrated
Edition] 1869
The Rivals; Or, Love and War ... From the Danish, by the Translator of
“Nöddebo Parsonage,” Etc 1996
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